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Abstract
Achieving a transition to a low-carbon energy system is now widely recognised as a key challenge facing
humanity. To date, the vast majority of research addressing this challenge has been conducted within
the disciplines of science, engineering and economics utilising quantitative and modelling techniques.
However, there is growing awareness that meeting energy challenges requires fundamentally sociotechnical solutions and that the social sciences have an important role to play. This is an interdisciplinary
challenge but, to date, there remain very few explorations of, or reflections on, interdisciplinary energy
research in practice. This paper seeks to change that by reporting on an interdisciplinary experiment to
build new models of energy demand on the basis of cutting-edge social science understandings. The
process encouraged the social scientists to communicate their ideas more simply, whilst allowing engineers to think critically about the embedded assumptions in their models in relation to society and social
change. To do this, the paper uses a particular set of theoretical approaches to energy use behaviour
known collectively as social practice theory – and explores the potential of more quantitative forms of
network analysis to provide a formal framework by means of which to diagram and visualise practices.
The aim of this is to gain insight into the relationships between the elements of a practice, so increasing
the ultimate understanding of how practices operate. Graphs of practice networks are populated based
on new empirical data drawn from a survey of different types (or variants) of laundry practice. The
resulting practice networks are analysed to reveal characteristics of elements and variants of practice,
such as which elements could be considered core to the practice, or how elements between variants
overlap, or can be shared. This promises insights into energy intensity, flexibility and the rootedness of
practices (i.e. how entrenched/established they are) and so opens up new questions and possibilities for
intervention. The novelty of this approach is that it allows practice data to be represented graphically
using a quantitative format without being overly reductive. Its usefulness is that it is readily applied to
large datasets, provides the capacity to interpret social practices in new ways and serves to open up
potential links with energy modelling. More broadly, a significant dimension of novelty has been the
interdisciplinary approach, radically different to that normally seen in energy research. This paper is
relevant to a broad audience of social scientists and engineers interested in integrating social practices
with energy engineering.
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Introduction
Interdisciplinary research and the
low-carbon energy challenge
Achieving a transition to a low-carbon energy system is
now widely recognised as a key challenge facing humanity.1,2 To date, the vast majority of research addressing
this challenge has been conducted within the disciplines of
science, engineering and economics utilising quantitative
and modelling techniques3 (in this paper, a model is
deﬁned as a formalised representation of a natural
system with its own internally consistent rules4). At the
same time, there is growing awareness that meeting energy
challenges requires fundamentally sociotechnical solutions that seek to understand the co-evolutionary dynamics between technology and society.5–7 Achieving this
demands an interdisciplinary approach.8–10 Whilst there
is growing attention being paid to the challenges this poses
to energy research,11 this has too often occurred as ex post
facto reﬂection on attempted interdisciplinarity (or often
multidisciplinarity – cf. Petts et al.12). There remain very
few explorations of, or reﬂections on, interdisciplinary
energy research in practice that explicitly consider the
multiple potential understandings, aims and approaches
to interdisciplinarity and their productivities.9
The challenge of experimenting with and reﬂecting
on interdisciplinary energy research in practice is a core
objective of the Realising Transition Pathways research
project, a collaboration involving social scientists,
mechanical and electrical engineers, historians and
economists, drawn from across nine UK universities.
Reﬂection on interdisciplinarity undertaken during
the ﬁrst round of the project revealed that, despite
great willingness, interdisciplinary approaches often
ended or failed when collaborating around the engineering or economic models of the energy system used in
the project.13,14 Whilst the models were often open to
receiving new input data from social science partners,
this was seen as reﬂecting a ‘subordination-service’
mode of interdisciplinarity9 that positioned social scientists in the service of engineers. By contrast, social
science partners in the consortium wished to open up
debate around the underlying assumptions embedded
within these models. Starting from this challenge, the
second round of the project explicitly experiments1 with
diﬀerent forms of collaboration between social scientists and engineers and examines the impacts this has
on both the process and the outcomes of the research.
This paper reports on one of the interdisciplinary
experiments underway within the consortium that
seeks to build new models of energy demand on the
basis of cutting-edge social science understandings.
It is worth noting that use of the term ‘experiment’ in
this paper refers to a purposive intervention into ways
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of doing research that is explicitly reﬂective, rather than
the narrower scientiﬁc use of the term, so that experimentation is considered a process of innovation, as
reﬂected on by Petts, Owens and Bulkeley (2008).12

Energy models, social practices and
network theory
Quantitative models of energy demand occupy a central
place in policy-decision making around energy futures.
They currently inform assessments on a range of vital
issues such as grid capacity,15 demand management16
and the balancing of intermittent renewable generation.17,18 Models are valuable precisely because they
permit the spatial ‘scaling up’ and temporal projection
of insights about energy demand and so, although they
cannot predict the future, they can be very useful aids
for learning, thinking and decision-making. At the
same time, many of the models that currently inform
energy policy and assessments of UK energy futures are
based on narrow and reductive assumptions about the
nature and process of future energy transitions.
For example, models often incorporate notions of
rational choice or perfect foresight in decisionmaking,19 include assumptions about smooth and optimal adoption of potentially disruptive technologies,
and rely on uniform and homogeneous representations
of often diverse and contested sociotechnical situations.
Informing existing models with, and building new
models that account for, recent developments in
social science thus seems an obvious way to generate
a more considered and critical process of dialogue and
decision-making about the future evolution of energy
demand.
This paper draws speciﬁcally on recent social science
that focuses on applying the insights from theories of
social practice to energy demand. These social practice
theories (SPTs) contend that energy demand is a byproduct of practices such as cooking, showering, driving or laundry.20,21 Understanding energy demand –
whether today or in the future – therefore requires
that attention be paid not to individual decisionmaking or processes of technology diﬀusion, but
instead to practices and how they evolve and change
over time. Practices themselves are understood to be
heterogeneous conﬁgurations of a range of diﬀerent
elements including physical and mental skills and competencies; technologies and infrastructures; and images,
ideas and meanings.22–24 In this way, SPT embraces
sociotechnical complexity and dynamism, recognising
that the trajectory of diﬀerent practices (and associated
energy demand) is always shaped by a wide range of
diﬀerent and at times interacting inﬂuences.25
In the UK at least, SPT is increasingly gaining traction in policy discussions about energy demand.26
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At the same time, it remains some way from having the
same kind of inﬂuence as theories such as ‘rational
choice’ or ‘nudge’27,28 at least in part because it resists
simplistic forms of scaling up across contexts. Indeed,
for some,29 the irreducible complexity and dynamism of
practices mean that they are not suitable for modelling
or simulation as this risks oversimplifying complex
social aﬀairs. Although too rapid a rush to ‘model’ or
‘simulate’ practices risks misrepresenting their real and
signiﬁcant contribution to debates about energy
demand, thinking critically about how one might
model practices and experimenting with diﬀerent
approaches is in itself a valuable aim. In the context
of interdisciplinary energy research, this paper will
demonstrate that bringing SPT into close dialogue
with diﬀerent modelling approaches encourages social
scientists to communicate their ideas more simply,
whilst allowing engineers to think critically about the
embedded assumptions in their models in relation to
society and social change. This dialogue is an important
step towards better interdisciplinary energy research.
The approach to achieving these ambitions starts
small. Rather than starting by developing a new
practice-based model as others have recently
attempted,30 the approach was instead to return to
basic principles and think about new ways of diagramming and representing (but not yet modelling) practices, such as Bartiaux and Reátegui Salmón’s31
graphical representation of practices using multiple correspondence analysis, but here we draw instead on conventions and approaches developed in network theory.
The network theory informing the approach taken in
this paper has grown out the natural and physical sciences, is quantitative in nature and often focuses on
networks of non-human entities.32 It has also been
applied to the analysis of social networks of people.33
Of course, there is a range of constructivist network
approaches in the social sciences that are more qualitative in nature and account for heterogeneous arrangements of human and non-human actors, such as actornetwork theory34 and assemblage theory.35 Indeed,
there are forms of arrangement theory that have quite
strong commonalities with SPT itself.36 Such constructivist approaches favour situated in-depth empirical studies of discrete actor networks. The relationships and
ontological diﬀerences between these diﬀerent forms of
network theory and their relations to practice theories
demand further scrutiny in future work. The focus in
this paper, however, is on exploring the potential of
more quantitative forms of network analysis for diagramming, visualising and interpreting variants and
relationships of practices. This makes it possible to
draw on larger datasets, has the potential to interpret
social practices in new ways and also serves to open up
potential links with energy modelling.
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Within the broader goal of developing new forms of
interdisciplinary collaboration, the core aim in this
paper is thus to develop and experiment with a new
method for diagramming social practices using network
theory. This should help develop thinking about how
the insights yielded by SPT might be included in future
demand side energy models. Speciﬁcally, new empirical
data drawn from a survey focussed on performances of
laundry practices inform the diagrams. Laundry was
selected in part because of the authors’ own prior
work37 but also because it has been a mainstay of
much social practice-based research to date38–40 and
because it is often discussed as a temporally ﬂexible
load that could be targeted by demand-side response
initiatives.41,42
The paper starts with an introduction to theories of
social practice (SPT), exploring some of its key concepts through diagrams and highlighting the network
nature of practices. It then moves on to consider the
application of network theory to SPT and why this is of
consequence. In order to generate the empirical data
upon which to base network graphs, a survey was conducted. This, and the method for generating the graphs,
is described next. The following section reveals some of
the possible network graphs resulting from this process
and brieﬂy discusses their relevance. Finally, the last
section draws together some of the implications of the
paper and identiﬁes directions for future work. It also
reﬂects on the process of conducting this interdisciplinary experiment.

Diagramming SPT concepts
This section will review and critique a series of SPT
concepts by diagramming them (a glossary of the
terms covered in this section is also provided at the
end of this paper). This has two advantages: diagrams
are an already familiar means by which SPT is
explained and it will make it possible to propose putting SPT concepts into a formal framework. Having
derived a list of key concepts, the paper will consider
whether network theory is well suited as an approach to
extending the analysis of practices.

Practices, elements and connections
As outlined in ‘Introduction’ section, SPT is an increasingly inﬂuential approach to understanding the underlying dynamics of energy use and posits that it is not
appliances, houses or even people that use energy, but
the performance of practices.43 The idea that practices
are comprised of elements has been widely adopted.
Diﬀerent writers have highlighted diﬀerent key
elements in practices23 but the most frequently cited is
the Shove, Pantzar, Watson model, a ‘deliberately
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slim-line version of practice theory’,24 which has been
adopted for three main reasons. First, this model
actively incorporates material elements as part of the
analysis which was important given this paper’s interest
in energy. Schatzki, for example, does not include
materials and non-human agents but sees them instead
as arrangements amidst which practices unfold.
Second, to facilitate the dialogue with an interdisciplinary audience, it was felt advisable to choose the simplest possible model with its more easily graspable
language. Third, having only three elements simpliﬁed
the diagramming of practices in this early experiment.
By adopting this model, however, it has not been possible to distinguish between Schatzki’s ‘rules’ and ‘practical understandings’36 or Gram-Hanssen’s ‘know how’
and ‘institutional knowledge’,23 both of which provide
a good lever for those wanting to make policy recommendations and referring to this distinction could be
valuable for future work.
According to Shove et al., practices comprise material artefacts, conventions and competences (sometimes
and henceforth in this paper called ‘stuﬀ’, ‘image’ and
‘skill’).24,44,45 Here ‘stuﬀ’ includes
technologies, artefacts, spaces, bodies, structures, formats, compositions and ingredients. ‘Image’ represents
the social and personal meaning attempted or achieved
through practices, including emotion, aspiration, belief,
identity and aesthetics. ‘Skill’ includes understanding,
taste, competence, know-how or ‘procedures’ for
accomplishment of a practice as learned socially and
through performance.46

Crucially, practice theorists note that practices are
actualised, stabilised and changed through the active
integration (or disintegration) of these elements, in

Figure 1. Shove, Pantzar Watson model of practice.
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particular, performances of practices. Agency is not
located in any one of these elements on its own but is
distributed amongst all of them, and is indeed shared
across practices, notwithstanding the increased appreciation of the agency of materiality.47

Practices as performances and entities
Schatzki48 draws a crucial distinction between practices as entities and practices as performances. Where
practice as entity refers to ‘a temporally unfolding and
spatially dispersed nexus of doings and sayings’49
linked together through understandings, explicit rules
and teleoaﬀective structures; by contrast, practice as
performance refers to speciﬁc moments of integration
between elements that occur when practices are
enacted in particular local situations. In other words,
practices as entities can be recognised to exist across
time and space, even if they are not currently being
enacted – the laundry being one such example as discussed in this paper. However, it is during situated and
speciﬁc performances of laundry that the practice
‘lives’. A dialectical relationship exists between entities
and performances because, whilst practices as entities
may guide performances, it is through these performances that entities are (re)produced and either
stabilised or changed.21 Further, and crucially, it is
important to note that practices are never singular
or ﬁxed across time or space. Rather, and as
Reckwitz22 notes, ‘a practice represents a pattern
which can be ﬁlled out by a multitude of single and
often unique actions reproducing the practice (a certain way of consuming goods can be ﬁlled out by
plenty of actual acts of consumption)’ (250).
For some, the concept of practices as entities is seen
as most important when seeking to intervene in practices because it helps to avoid the methodological individualism of more behaviourist approaches to social
change.50 However, for the purposes of this paper,
the context speciﬁcity, adaptability and variety of practices as performances are seen as likely to be signiﬁcant
in shaping future practice change. By observing and
diagramming variety across multiple performances of
ostensibly the same practice as entity, it may be possible
to discern particular variants of the same practice as
more or less dominant or important in particular
times and places and, in so doing, to glean
insights about the potential future trajectories of speciﬁc practices and how this has impacts across wider
systems of practice. In other words, by looking at different performances of laundry and how these vary,
there is a potential to learn which variants of this
entity use the most energy, have the greatest potential
to be ﬂexible or may become most dominant in the
future.
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Figure 2. Practice as an entity (left), and two individual performances (centre and right). Based on Kuijer.49

Practices as networks
Kuijer51 suggests that the three elements categories
(stuﬀ, image and skill) are not single and homogenous
but can be divided up. The ‘stuﬀ’ of laundry is not
merely the washing machine, for example, but also
comprises the wash basket, clothes, detergent, water,
electricity, the room in which the laundry takes place,
etc. and so it is for each of the element categories. Each
element category, in other words, is comprised of a
‘constellation of groupings of elements’, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The practice as performance is therefore
conceived as a partial ‘manifestation’ of the entity.51
Diﬀerent performances will use diﬀerent combinations
of interconnected elements and can therefore be conceptualised as having diﬀerent geometries.52 Over multiple
performances, certain elements will acquire more weight
(Kuijer describes them as being more or less ‘essential’ to
the practice) because they appear more frequently.
It follows that diﬀerent elements will be connected to
each other in diﬀerent ways. Except to stress their
importance and that they are linked through performance, practice theorists have not had much to say about
the connections between elements and so it is worth
considering this in a little more detail. Starting with
an individual performance of a practice, therefore, it
is at least theoretically possible to observe and to note
all the elements that appear. In an individual performance, every element and every connection can be conceived of as having equal weight simply because of its
presence in the performance. Similarly, every element is
equally connected with every other element in a single
performance. However, over multiple performances,
certain elements and the connections between them
will be recognised as more frequent.
Taking a step back to look at the diagrams Kuijer
produces to explain her model, the elements of a practice resemble a network in their relationship to each

other. This network could be referred to as the ‘internal
structure’ of the practice.

Networks between practices or variants
of practices
Quite apart from the relationships within practices
between elements, it is worth ‘zooming out’53 to think
about the relationships between whole practices.
Everyday life is made up of multiple interlocking practices, both because they are co-located in time and
space and because they share elements (Figure 3).
Over repeated performances, practices can become
linked through their elements. So, for example, a
shared image of hygiene might link laundry and bathing, a shared skill such as self-care might link laundry
with relaxation or shared stuﬀ such as particular items
of clothing might link laundry with work or school.
This highlights two important concepts. The ﬁrst is
that the boundaries between practices are ‘fuzzy’. At
any particular time (in history or over a period such
as a day) a variety of practices will be linked by shared
elements in diﬀerent combinations. This has been noted
as a particular problem when trying to deﬁne, map or
model practices.43 The second is that, because they are
linked in this way, practices resemble networks both in
terms of their internal structure (their elements are
interconnected as above) and in relation to one another
(their elements can be shared). Representing them using
networks therefore seems appropriate, such as in
Figure 3, where a network picture starts to emerge.
Here colours are used to diﬀerentiate between elements
of diﬀerent types: white for image, light grey for skill
and dark grey for stuﬀ.
Kuijer also suggests that performances are diﬀerentiated from one another and recognises that the way a
practice is performed over time changes, which might
be more or less resource intensive. One of the
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Figure 3. Sharing of elements between practices. Four practice ‘triangles’ are represented here, each consisting of the three
types of elements. Elements are distinguished by colour: white for image, light grey for skill and dark grey for stuff.

implications of these insights might be that performances with diﬀerent geometries could be classiﬁable or
recognisable as belonging to a particular type. In this
paper, for example, diﬀerent types of laundry practice
are discussed, such as ‘simple home laundry’ and ‘hand
washing’. Pullinger et al.38 suggest that diﬀerent performances are conﬁgured in diﬀerent (but identiﬁable
and common) ways and that, through time and repetition, these can become recognised variants of a particular practice. Similarly to how practices share elements
and are connected, variants (both within a single practice
and between multiple practices) can be connected and
could also therefore be represented as networks.

Suggesting some conventions
Having established the basic internal structure of practices and how they link with other practices and their
variants, attention turns to how to represent these
graphically. The next section will go on to consider
the suitability of network theory for this task. Before
that, however, some conventions are suggested for use
in the rest of the paper, partly based on what has been
seen so far.
As is suggested by Kuijer’s diagrams (Figure 2), it is
a simple matter to represent the weight of an element
using diﬀerent sized ‘bubbles’. It seems equally logical
to represent links between elements through the thickness of the lines connecting them. At this stage, these
links have not been given a direction but this may be an
area of interest in future work. Kuijer represents the

category to which an element belongs – stuﬀ, image
and skill – by position (clustering them all together)
but, while this is helpful in the simple representation
of practices, it is of limited value for purposes of this
paper as it implies a ‘proximity’ between elements of the
same type, which does not necessarily exist; that is,
between all the stuﬀ, all the skills and all the images
in a practice. During performances there may well be,
for example, a stronger relationship between the
‘image’ of clean laundry as fresh smelling and
white with the ‘stuﬀ’ of detergent and washing machine
than there is between this ‘image’ of clean and the
now outdated ‘image’ of clean laundry as hygienic
(and therefore boiled). In other words, the ‘image’
and ‘stuﬀ’ in this example are probably more closely
related than the ‘image’ is to the other ‘image’.
Rather than using position, therefore, the element
categories are represented by using colour, as outlined
above. Instead, the position of the element ‘bubbles’
within each diagram will be used to represent importance and correlation (so strengthening the information
provided by the size of the element bubbles and the
number and thickness of the links between them).

Applying network theory to SPT
This section explores how network theory might be
used to help diagram practices. To do that, it will provide a brief introduction to network theory and then
use it to produce diagrams of practices using a hypothetical example.
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Brief introduction to network theory
Network theory is concerned with the study of networks.54 A network consists of a set of items called
nodes, or vertices, and a set of connections between
them, called edges. Examples of networks include the
internet, predator–prey food webs, electricity distribution
systems and networks of acquaintances in social media.
Network theory is based on the mathematics of graph
theory, which gives a systematic procedure for keeping
track of how items are related to each other to generate an
entire system, as well as how each item contributes to the
overall geometric representation of the system.
Examples of questions of interest to network theorists are:
. What are the characteristics of networks and do networks of diﬀerent types share common features?
. How do networks form in the real world and how do
they evolve?
. How resilient is a network to disturbance, such as
the removal of a node?
. How do networks found in nature diﬀer from those
that are constructed from random processes?
Of particular interest for the purposes of this paper,
network theory oﬀers a scalable basis for visualising
and analysing complex networks which can be used as
a basis for dynamic modelling. It has been extensively
applied to the study of social, biological, information
and technical networks. Given this wide application of
network theory, the proposal here is to explore its relevance to practices. As with SPT above, the aim is not to
provide a comprehensive treatment of network theory
concepts, but to illustrate its potential application to
SPT. Readers interested in learning more about network theory are referred to the following reviews.32,54,55

An illustrative laundry practice network
Just as the fundamental building blocks of practices are
elements and the connections between them, the fundamental building blocks of a network are nodes and the
connections between them, called edges. It is assumed,
for the purposes of this paper, that there is a direct
equivalence between nodes and elements, and between
edges and connections. Going forward, these terms are
used interchangeably.
For the purposes of the example, imagine that
Table 1 contains a set of elements associated with laundry practice. These are the nodes of the illustrative
laundry network.
Next, three individual performances of laundry are
diagrammed. Each performance contributes a set of
connections to the network, as shown in Figure 4.
In this example, each performance involves four
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Table 1. Imaginary set of elements associated
with laundry practice.
Element

Type

Detergent
Washing machine
Sink
Bucket
Home-made detergent
Machine settings
Hand washing
Cleanliness
Environmental awareness

Stuff
Stuff
Stuff
Stuff
Skill
Skill
Skill
Image
Image

elements, and therefore six connections – elements
that are not involved in the performance are not connected. As per this paper’s convention, the elements are
coloured according to their type: white for image, light
grey for skill and dark grey for stuﬀ. The position of the
elements is arbitrary for the moment. Considering the
three performances together, it is clear that some elements are shared. Detergent and cleanliness are shared by
performance 1 and 2, while hand washing is shared by 2
and 3.
Figure 5 combines all three performances on a single
network. All the connections from the three performances are visible but the sizes of elements and connections are not equal. The connection between detergent
and cleanliness is twice the width (or weight) of the
other connections because it appears in two performances, while the size of the elements is proportional to
its degree, or the number of connections it has. Degree
and weight are examples of local properties of the network, that is properties of the nodes and edges, as
opposed to the network as a whole. The important
point here is that this visual technique of representing
local properties is suited to representing both the probability of occurrence of a single element (by size of
node), as well as combinations of elements (by the
size of connections), both of which are important SPT
concepts to be captured with this method.
As the number of elements and connections
increases, the arbitrary layout of elements can become
increasingly ‘messy’ and inadequate. There are, as a
result, diﬀerent ways of distributing the elements in
the graph in an intuitive, visually appealing way, such
as, for example, trying to avoid crossed connections.
Figure 6 shows the same network as before, but
arranged using a ‘force atlas’ layout. This type of
layout combines repulsive forces between all elements
with attractive forces between connected elements.
Elements with more connections between them are
drawn together, while elements that have few
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Figure 4. Three graphs of individual performances of laundry.
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Figure 5. Network of three laundry performances combined.

Figure 6. A ‘force atlas’ layout of the example laundry network, with elements associated with performance 2 highlighted in
white. All other elements are coloured in grey, regardless of their type.

connections are pushed to the edge. For example, the
elements that were involved with performance 3 form a
cluster that is relatively loosely bound to the ‘core’
elements, which in this case happen to be associated
with performance 2 (highlighted in white). While this
is a trivial example involving three performances, larger
numbers of performances make the structure of the
network increasingly visually apparent.
Just as network theory provides methods for determining local properties, such as degree or weight, so it
could provide methods for determining properties of
clusters of elements or of the network as a whole (its
global properties). For example, eccentricity is a measure of how well integrated a cluster of elements is to the
rest of the network. The mean shortest path between
pairs of nodes gives an indication of how quickly information can travel across a network. Transitivity is a

property that measures the likelihood that two nodes
connected to a third node will also be connected
together, for example, that ‘a friend of my friend is
likely to be my friend’. Other properties include a measure of the complexity of the network or connection
homophily, i.e. whether nodes of the same type are
more likely to be connected together. These properties
are often useful when dealing with or comparing large
networks. Indeed, one of network theory’s strengths is
that it is readily scaled up to analyse and visualise large
complex networks consisting of many elements and
connections.
Network theory is not only concerned with analysing
the structure and properties of static snapshots of networks but is also interested in network dynamics. This
can be broken down into two areas: network evolution56 and processes taking place on networks.57
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Network evolution is concerned with explaining how
networks come to have speciﬁc properties according
to diﬀerent theories of how they grow, i.e. through
the addition of nodes and connections in some
manner that is supposed to reﬂect how real networks
behave. Processes by contrast deal with the ﬂow of
‘traﬃc’ through a network, for example the ﬂow of
information through the web, gossip through social
networks or diseases through populations. From an
SPT perspective, network evolution could be viewed
as analogous to the study of how practices evolve
over time, while processes could be viewed as comparable to performances percolating through a network of
elements over time. Exploring the possibility and potential utility of developing dynamic models of practices
will occupy further work.
These properties suggest a rich potential for linking
network theory and SPT concepts. It would therefore
appear to be qualiﬁed for the task of dealing with the
whole range of practices as performances to practices as
entities and, indeed, beyond, to multiple interconnecting practice as entities. In summary, network theory
appears to be able to provide a framework for diagramming practice concepts and, furthermore, oﬀers scope
for future development. The next section will describe
the data used to populate the network graphs and how
it was collected.

Constructing a practice network from
empirical data
Broadly the experiment described in this paper is
concerned with constructing a network map of a practice and its variants. This paper limits its scope to mapping just one practice and does not attempt to trace its
evolution over time or its connections to other practices. This section describes the collection of empirical
practice data and how it was turned into information
that could be graphically represented. The challenge
was to determine what elements were present in the
practice and how these were connected with each
other. Graphically representing practices informed by
empirical data represent a signiﬁcant step forward.

Survey methods
Having decided how to graphically represent practices,
it became necessary to collect data with which to ‘populate’ the element bubbles. In order to obtain this smallscale empirical data, a laundry survey of 27 students
familiar with SPT was conducted. Basic demographic
information (age, gender, nationality) was collected, as
well as information about the timing and frequency of
their laundry, whether it was triggered by anything in
particular and whether other practices inﬂuenced why,
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how and how often they did their laundry. This reﬂects
the researchers’ overall interest in the timing of energy
demand and assessing its possible ﬂexibility.
The collection of data was inspired by The Patterns
of Water report,38 which is based on empirical data
collected from a representative sample of 1802 households in the South and South East of England between
June and October 2011. They examined a number of
water-related practices, one of which was laundry, for
which they identiﬁed six variants. Students were therefore asked to distinguish which of these six variants best
described their normal laundry practice by responding
to a statement and then listing all the elements present
in their most recent performance of laundry. The elements were mapped against the performances in tabular
form and then used to derive network graphs that
enable the examination of the geometry of practices,
as described below.

Results of the survey
The results of the survey of 27 students were encoded
into an ‘incident matrix’ in excel, allowing a row for
each student, each of which equates to a performance
of laundry and organising the elements and other
survey question responses in columns. The number of
elements were rationalised to a limited degree by grouping similar answers together and incorrect responses
were left out (e.g. putting in numerous answers where
only one was asked for).
As described previously, each element in the single
performance reported by each student was considered
to be of equal importance and equally connected to
every other element in that performance. The elements
listed as present in this performance were then considered, for the purposes of this experiment, to be
part of the variant to which the students felt they conformed. This was based on the student’s own identiﬁcation with this variant, rather than through an analysis
of the elements present in the performance.
The six variants of laundry are outlined in Table 2,
which also provides the brief description to which the
students were asked to respond when classifying the
type of laundry they practiced and by means of which
they were classiﬁed. The table also shows the breakdown of the percentages of participants in each study
that belonged to each variant. A signiﬁcant characteristic of this table is the fact that participants are listed
by practice variant rather than according to their demographic proﬁles as this seemed an appropriate ‘ﬁrst cut’
of the data when following an SPT approach.
It should be noted that the survey was small and not
representative and so no relevance in the paper has
been attached to the fact that the percentages diﬀer
from the Pullinger et al. report.38 That the participants
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Table 2. Breakdown of % of participants according to variant of laundry practice.38

Name of variant

Description of variant used in the survey

Simple home laundry

‘I wash all my clothes at home, in a full
washing machine. I never change the settings on my washing machine’.
‘I mostly run the washing machine only when it
is full, but sometimes I have to wash specific
items of clothing ‘on demand’, so I run the
machine part-full at these times’.
‘Most of the time I wash all my clothes at
home in a full washing machine, but sometimes and for some items, I outsource my
washing e.g. to a launderette, dry cleaners,
nappy washing service etc’.
‘I regularly change the settings on my washing
machine to match the specific laundry items
I’m washing’.
‘Most of the time I outsource my laundry (e.g.
at a launderette, dry cleaners, laundry services, ironing services etc) but occasionally I
run the washing machine part-full for specific items’.
‘I wash all my clothes by hand’

On-demand home laundry

Simple outsourcing

Attentive clean laundry

On-demand outsourcing

Hand washing

were students might mean they would be less likely to
use dry-cleaning services, whereas parents, had they
been sampled, might have been more likely to use
nappy services. The size of the sample means that this
paper cannot contribute to an overall understanding of
laundry practices per se, nor can it foster the understanding of the careers of practices over time as practitioners age with practices or the ways in which age
might have an impact on what variant of a practice is
performed, but that is not its objective. Rather the
attempt is to diagram these practices and so the data
were collected to provide realistic enough information
to populate those diagrams but no more signiﬁcance
than that should be attached to the actual content of
the element bubbles or the particular shapes of the
variants.
Questions relevant for assessing the ﬂexibility of
laundry practice were not analysed for this paper, as
the focus here is on the methodology of constructing
graphs and their possible utility, rather than on the
meanings of those graphs. However, with a larger dataset, the answers to the questions on frequency, rhythm
and ﬂexibility could feasibly be cross-referenced against
the variants of laundry, so providing some insight into
whether a particular variant was more or less
entrenched, energy intensive or ﬂexible. Similarly, it
was noted but is not reported on how many elements

% sampled
population in
Patterns of
Water Report’

% of participants
in this paper’s
Survey

35

44

17

7

16

4

15

22

11

7

6

15

were identiﬁed per performance as this too might suggest more or less complex practices and so could
open up questions about how established particular
practices are; an important consideration when trying
to change them.

Constructing the network graph
To construct the network graph, a Matlab script was
written to convert the survey incident matrix into two
tables: a nodes table and a connections table.
The nodes table populates the network with a node
for each element. This also included attributes for each
element, for example element type (stuﬀ, skill and
image), the total number of times it was mentioned in
the survey and number of mentions for each variant
type. This is necessary in order to highlight in the
graph which elements are associated with the variants.
The connections table consists of a row for each
connection in the network. This identiﬁes for each
connection the source element, target element, type of
connection (all are undirected) and weighting. The
weighting of each connection was set to one. The
total weighting of a connection in the ﬁnal network is
therefore the sum of the number of connections in the
incident matrix. So if three performances involved both
washing machine and detergent, then the ﬁnal
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weighting of the washing machine–detergent connection would be three.
The tables were imported into Gephi – an opensource network visualisation and analysis tool – to produce the ﬁnal network graphs. ‘Force atlas’ layouts
were chosen to arrange elements and ﬁlters were used
to highlight elements based on the node attributes speciﬁed in the nodes table, for example to diﬀerentiate
between element types or to highlight variants.
Having established that it is possible to graphically
represent practices informed by empirical data, the
paper will now move on to show what sort of network
maps can be produced using this method.

Empirically populated network
graphs of laundry
This section describes a series of network maps of practices and their variants. Network maps of laundry, formally known as graphs, are presented based on the
results of the survey described above. The distinguishing characteristics of the graphs are discussed with a
focus on identifying degrees of overlap and diﬀerence
between variants based on a formal deﬁnition of the
sharing of elements. The idea is to show what is possible using this method, imagining that one had access
to a large dataset, rather than to provide insights into
laundry or the geometries of its variants as such. The
section ends by reﬂecting on the relevance and some of
the implications of combining network theory and SPT.

Whole practice network graph
Figure 7 shows the overall picture of the data. It
displays the network graph of elements based on the
results of the survey of 27 individual laundry performances. Elements are coloured according to type, as
before. All elements within a single performance are
assigned equally weighted connections with each
other. The weighting of the connections in the network
indicates the relative frequency of pair-wise combinations of elements in the 27 performances. The size of
the elements is proportional to their degree. A forceatlas layout is displayed.
The network in Figure 7 has distinguishing features.
There is a cluster at its centre consisting of elements
that were frequently cited together. These, perhaps
are the homogenous ‘essentials’ of laundry. Stuﬀ is
the predominant type of element in this group.
Surrounding this group are less frequently mentioned
elements. These peripheral elements are connected to
the centre group but rarely connected to each other.
As a result, the peripheral elements do not appear as
clusters. An exception is the group of elements at the
far right of the network (favourite items, time, special
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occasions and noise). The concepts of central or peripheral elements will be returned to more formally further on in this section.

Variant network graphs
The laundry variants are not obviously distinguishable
in Figure 7. This corresponds with the ﬁnding from the
Patterns of Water report38 which found that laundry is
generally quite homogenous, with 95% of the population owning a washing machine which they use two to
three times a week, mostly full and without changing the
settings, and with hand washing and outsourcing (laundrettes, dry cleaning and nappy services) being rare.
Figure 8 therefore displays the diﬀerent geometries
of the six variants by highlighting in grey all the elements that were mentioned at least once within each variant. Connections are not shown, to make the diagrams
clearer. Generally, variants with more performances
have more elements associated with them. The variants
all share some elements that appear in the centre of the
network and are diﬀerentiated by elements at the
periphery.
In Figure 8, variants 1 (simple home laundry) and
4 (attentive clean laundry) have some similar characteristics. Both have a relatively large number of elements associated with them, including the majority of
elements at the centre of the network. They both also
have a relatively large number of peripheral elements
which spread out from the centre in a multitude of
directions. This indicates that within variants 1 and 4,
performances are widely varied, at least in terms of
the elements reported by the participants in this
study. If the variant performances were more similar,
then the variant geometries would be less spread out
in all directions.
By contrast, the peripheral elements in both variants
5 (on-demand outsourcing) and 6 (hand washing)
spread from the centre in one, broadly similar, direction. While this is to be expected to certain extent due
to the smaller numbers of performances, it would also
be an indication of more similar performances within
the variants – and, therefore, greater cohesiveness. The
two variants also share elements, including some peripheral ones (hand washing, sense of achievement and
other laundry items), indicating a certain similarity
between them.
Variants 2 (on-demand home laundry) and 3 (simple
outsourcing) both have low numbers of performances.
Partly for this reason, they both have a low number of
associated elements and are not well distinguished from
other variants. For example, the elements associated
with variant 3 are a subset of the elements associated
with variants 1 or 4. Likewise, with the exception of one
element, variant 2 is contained within the set of
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Figure 7. Network of elements based on survey weightings. Image is coloured white, skill is light grey and stuff is dark grey.

elements associated with variant 4. In other words, in
this sample, only four variants of laundry are easily
distinguishable. To be clear, however, no relevance
should be attached to the fact that the percentages for
the variants reported here diﬀer from the Pullinger
et al. report.38
Although the geometries of each variant cannot be
commented on due to the low numbers in the dataset,
these graphs suggest at least the possibility of diagramming practices in a useful way and identifying variant
geometries and so go beyond the original hopes for this
paper. These graphs, although not based on representative data, reveal characteristics like variability or
cohesiveness of performances within variants, central
and peripheral elements, and similarity and diﬀerence
between variants. The fact is that it is possible to see a
way of plotting a graph based on practice-based data,
which is exactly what engineers hope to do. From a
social sciences point of view, this is also an exciting
outcome as it provides a diﬀerent view of practices
(see also Bellotti and Mora58 who have also sought to
represent practices graphically but with some important
distinctions which are discussed in more detail below).

Core and peripheral elements
Before moving on to discuss the implications of this
work more fully, it is necessary to ﬁrst return more
formally to the concept of central and marginal elements. Central elements are deﬁned as ‘core’ to the practice; those which appear at least once in each variant
and are shared by all variants. Marginal elements are
‘peripheral’; deﬁned here as those elements which are
unique to a single variant. Elements that do not fall into
either the ‘core’ or ‘peripheral’ groups logically form a
third group, which is referred to as ‘intermediary’ –
these elements are shared by some, but not all, variants.
Figure 9 illustrates this grouping of elements that are
shared (or not) between variants. Core elements are
highlighted in dark grey and are: ‘stuﬀ’ in the form of
water, clothes, detergent and ‘image’ in the form of
smells fresh and cleanliness. Light grey indicates the
peripheral elements which are greater in number than
the core elements. The elements in white are the intermediary ones, shared by multiple variants, and are the
most common.
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Figure 8. Networks of laundry variants. The number of performances of each variant is indicated in brackets. The elements
are highlighted in grey if they were mentioned at least once within each variant. All other elements are coloured white. (a)
Simple home laundry (12), (b) on-demand home laundry (2), (c) simple outsourcing (1), (d) attentive clean laundry (6), (e) ondemand outsourcing (2) and (f) hand washing (4).

This distinction between core and peripheral elements may prove useful when considering interventions
in practices. Interventions focussed on the core elements, for example changing the meaning of cleanliness
or smells fresh, could be expected to have a consequence for the whole practice as, by deﬁnition, they
are associated with every performance. By contrast,
interventions focussed on peripheral elements (on one
particular variant) might be eﬀective agents for change
within a variant or might oﬀer an opportunity to
streamline the practice.
Seeing the potential for geometries within variants is
fascinating and suggests possibilities for development.
In future it would be important to ‘zoom out’57 and
collect data on multiple practices so as to establish
the connections between diﬀerent variants of laundry
and other practices as this is important for understanding ﬂexible energy demand. The key question here
would be: ‘are diﬀerent variants of laundry diﬀerently
inter-connected with other practices?’. If so, this would
demonstrate that diﬀerent ‘laundries’ exist and this
complexity and variety would need to be addressed in
attempts to shift practices. Alternatively, it would
potentially be possible to ‘zoom in’ further and map
particular types of elements and the nature of the relationships between them. It might be useful to tackle

meanings and norms, for example as suggested by
Pullinger et al.38 who found that cleanliness norms
were cited as more important, and demonstrated
much more diversity, than sociodemographic characteristics in deciding when to do the laundry.
From a practical perspective, it is worth noting the
relatively large number of connections in the network
shown above. This is the result of adopting a ‘universal
connection’ convention – every element is equally connected to every other element within a performance.
One consequence of this might be a reduced tendency
of elements to cluster into groups. For example, pegs,
washing line and measuring cup are all elements of stuﬀ
that could reasonably appear in the same performance.
The connection between pegs and measuring cup, however, is perhaps less intuitive than it is for pegs and
washing line. Further investigation is recommended
on the criteria for determining connections between
elements and the characteristics of those connections
(such as direction, strength, frequency) and the
impact this could have on network graphs.
Finally, it is worth considering whether the proposed
method (network theory) has proven to be a useful way
to capture key SPT concepts in diagrams. The method
seems to be capable of visually representing elements,
performances, variants and entities. Connections
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Figure 9. Unifying elements (dark grey) are shared by all variants, while polarising elements (light grey) are found in only
one variant. White elements are intermediary – shared by more than one variant, but not all.

between elements have been represented, as well as
between variants of a single practice entity in the form
of shared ‘core’ elements. Connections between diﬀerent
practice entities have not been represented, as the scope
of the study was limited to a single practice, but it would
seem feasible to be able to do this in future. Finally, the
frequency of occurrence of elements and combinations
of elements has been represented by the degree (of
nodes) and weight (of connections), respectively. The
ability to capture some of the key concepts in SPT
within a formal framework would appear to make this
a useful method to adopt in future practice-based work.
The following section builds on this by synthesising the
learning from the paper in order to discuss its broader
relevance and implications.

Reflections and conclusions
Diagramming practices
This paper originates out of an appreciation of the
policy importance of energy demand models and the

researchers’ belief that the underlying dynamics of
energy consumption are better represented by an SPT
approach. In recognition of the need to create a new
language so these two disparate disciplines can speak to
each other, this paper had a simple, if ambitious, aim:
to consider new ways of diagramming and representing
practices drawing on conventions and approaches developed in network theory. It has been shown that practices
can be conceived as networks, both in terms of their
internal elements and their external connections to one
another, and that it is therefore appropriate to use network theory to diagram them. In so doing, a framework
for SPT that could provide a foundation for modelling
practices in the future has been suggested and has also
revealed new and interesting features of SPT.
The paper has some novel contributions. This is the
one of the ﬁrst times SPT and network theory have
been linked. Bellotti and Mora58 have previously proposed the application of network theory to theories of
practice, speciﬁcally to analyse data from a large survey
of critical consumption behaviour in Italy. From a network perspective, a critical distinction between Bellotti
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and Mora’s approach and the one presented here is that
the nodes of the networks are diﬀerent. The nodes in
Bellotti and Mora’s network are answers to survey
questions which were not designed with practice theories in mind, while the work here more formally and
explicitly deﬁnes the nodes as elements. The beneﬁt of
the explicit nodes-as-elements approach is that there is
a clear and straightforward link between the networks
and the practice being represented.
More broadly, there is a subtle yet important conceptual diﬀerence between the two approaches. Bellotti
and Mora use network theory to explore a sociological
dataset and interpret the results from an SPT
perspective – a social network analysis viewed through
SPT. The approach in this paper diﬀers by ﬁrmly
adopting and questioning the critical viewpoint that
‘practices are networks’; in this way more formally positioning this paper as part of a potentially new ﬁeld of
‘practice network analysis’.
This approach has demonstrated the possibility of
graphically representing the geometry of variants of
practice. Identifying core and peripheral elements
within these geometries already opens up new questions
about interventions as discussed above. Seeing practices
represented like this reveals the degrees of overlap and
amount of variation between practices. From a theoretical perspective, their sharing of many elements might
trigger reﬂections such as how one practice is distinguished from another and might break down a priori
assumptions about what constitutes diﬀerent kinds of
practices. It also inspires questions about cohesiveness
and diﬀerence within variants, which may speak to the
possibility of ﬂexibility within practices. The diagrams
also have a quality of immediacy which is able to reveal
features such as the simplicity and complexity of diﬀerent practices, prompting questions such as whether different variants of the same practice might be more or
less energy intensive.
From a practical perspective, and perhaps this is
ironic given the theoretical complexities just discussed,
the method simultaneously makes it possible to deal
with the fuzzy edges of practices and the context-speciﬁc and emergent nature of their performances because
of its ﬂexible network structure. It is not necessary to
decide on whether an element belongs to one practice
or another or even whether it is an image or a skill to be
able to include it in the map.
This is where the next novel contribution comes into
its own: producing diagrams of practices populated by
empirical, practice-based data. The strength and novelty of this contribution is three-fold. First, it combines
much of the information about the data and structure
of the practice into one graph. This makes it more
accessible but, hopefully, avoids the trap of reducing
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the insights of SPT so signiﬁcantly as to undermine
their contribution.
Second, the data drives the geometry of the practice.
It is precisely the populating of the variant with data
that reveals its geometry and, more generally, its geometry with respect to the geometries of all the other variants. Revealing the geometry of practices in this way
allows them to be understood holistically but also
promises interesting insights into the ecologies of practices and their interrelationships. Although these
insights have been revealed by zooming into practices,57
it would also be possible to zoom out to gain an understanding of the links between practices to better assess
their interconnectedness and possible ﬂexibility.
Third, although the small dataset here has constrained what could be said about laundry, the
method suggests a way in which SPT can be ‘scaled
up’. This approach provides the tools to look at very
large datasets and, in fact, more data would probably
enhance the utility of the approach and the insights
revealed. Ideas to explore this further are already
being explored.
In terms of the possibilities of modelling practices,
therefore, the paper has derived a scalable approach
that can accommodate large datasets. Further work
will be required to decide what data to collect and
how to collect it. There will be a need to represent multiple practices and explore the connections between
them. Indeed, there is important theoretical work to
be done on the nature of the connections both between
elements and practices, in terms of their strength,
number, pattern and direction. Practically, this would
enhance the ability of these graphs to reveal clusters.
This implies the need to better understand the reasons
for these connections, which highlights the need for
continued interdisciplinary working.
In summary, network theory has proven to be suﬃciently compatible with theories of practice such that
the latter have not been overly compromised. It can
serve as a useful vehicle for the formal representation
of practices, both in terms of ‘snapshots’ of practices, as
explored in this paper, but also in terms of their dynamics, which will be explored in future work.
Moving beyond network theory, the formal process
of diagramming and representing practices presented
here seems to be a constructive step towards understanding the relationship between SPT and quantitative
models of energy demand. The experience has helped
think through the data requirements for future
attempts to further explore the geometries revealed in
practice graphs. These promise insights into energy
intensity, ﬂexibility and the rootedness of practices
(i.e. how entrenched/established they are) and so
opens up new questions and possibilities for
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intervention, as suggested above. Not only might practices be focused, changed or streamlined, as discussed
earlier, but these changes might be able to be diagrammed so that the impact of interventions might be
clearly demonstrable as diﬀerently structured network
graphs.
At this stage it feels early to speculate too widely on
the implications of this research. However, it does oﬀer
insights into the structure of practices; the fact that they
are not irreducible to their elements as Reckwitz22
pointed out and that they are not separate, but connected. However, it may be that the important thing
is to alter the geometry of the practice as a whole
rather than focusing on individual elements and the
core versus periphery elements might suggest sites of
stability and variation within practices that help to do
this: sources and origins of change as well as diversity.
Looking at variants in this way shows diversity
within practices which may suggest future trajectories.
Tracking interventions might help both to map the
altered structure of new variants, as well as revealing
how they ‘play’ across the network as the geometry of
individual practices and the ecologies of multiple
practices are impacted over time. The policy relevance
of this is that some variants will be less resource intensive or more ﬂexible and can be promoted.
However, more research is required to understand
these questions fully.

Learning by doing: Reflections on interdisciplinary energy research
It is clear that the attempt to combine SPT and network
theory to produce diagrams of laundry practices has
been both novel and productive with respect to thinking about practices and energy demand. At the same
time, a second and arguably more signiﬁcant dimension
of novelty within this paper has been around experimenting with new forms of interdisciplinary energy
research in practice. This concluding section reﬂects
further on the nature and productivities of the interdisciplinary experiment attempted here and raises some
key implications for future interdisciplinary working.
This experiment sought to recast relations between
social scientists and engineers and to explore new forms
of relation in which social scientists lead the generation
of new engineering models based on cutting-edge social
theory. This represents a radically diﬀerent starting
point from most interdisciplinary energy research. In
the terms of Barry et al.’s9 typology, this experiment
thus represents a hybrid of an ‘integrative-synthesis’
mode of interdisciplinarity in which disciplines pragmatically work together to integrate ﬁndings and an
‘agonistic–antagonistic’ mode in which the tensions
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and incompatibilities between disciplines are actively
drawn out as themselves generative of new possibilities.
As the preceding sections have shown, it is clear that
approaching interdisciplinarity in this way has had a
number of important productive eﬀects and has made
a considerable diﬀerence to both the kinds of discussions and approaches being engaged in, as well as to
their outcomes. As such it is highly relevant to researchers required by their funding bodies to produce interdisciplinary outcomes. First, it is worth recognising the
foundational importance of the six years of prior collaborative work between the Transition Pathways consortium partners and the explicit reﬂections on
interdisciplinarity that this entailed.13,14 Whilst this
did not necessarily lead to the development of a
‘common language’ that is so often seen as essential
to ‘successful’ interdisciplinarity,59 even more importantly, it developed the trusting relationships between
partners necessary to air and respect diﬀerences and
encourage the attempt to try radically new things.
This is a signiﬁcant achievement in its own right.
For the Engineers in the team, this entailed a completely new starting point to research in energy demand
modelling. Rather than running new input data
through incumbent models, this experiment has
required that they start afresh and engage with new
understandings of sociotechnical change, substantially
diﬀerent from those they were used to. By contrast, for
the Social Scientists, the experiment demanded they go
beyond the situated and in-depth case studies they are
comfortable with, to engage instead in new ways of
visualising and communicating ideas that, whilst certainly more reductive, are arguably more powerful
than conventional prose accounts of practices. In so
doing, this has generated new ways in which SPT might
think about ‘scaling up’ its application and engage with
big data, which remains very far from the norm in this
ﬁeld. Whilst some who work with SPT might protest
against this as a potentially reductive approach, the
point being argued in this paper is that the conversation
has, in itself, been productive. It has generated new kinds
of discussions and insights about practices – relating to
their variants, their relative complexity and to core or
peripheral elements across performances – that arguably
would not have emerged through a more traditional,
mono-disciplinary approach.
The process has been complicated, however, and
there remain unresolved tensions that will continue to
be productive in future work together. One such tension has been between the social scientists’ desire for a
kind of narrative approach that constantly reﬂects on
and speaks back to the ‘bigger picture’ of debates about
sociotechnical change and the engineers’ resolute attention to detail and desire for precise deﬁnitions of social
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science concepts. This has demanded diplomacy and
compromise on both sides and, sometimes, setting
aside particular points in order to allow the broader
experiment to proceed. It is in part because of how
these antagonisms were negotiated, that the more integrative aims of this paper have been achieved, generating a more symmetrical coming together of disciplines.
The process is to be highly recommended, despite its
diﬃculties, for it has been exciting, stimulating and,
even, fun.
This paper has reported and reﬂected on just one of
the experiments in interdisciplinarity being attempted
within the Transition Pathways consortium and has
shown that attempts to actually do and reﬂect on ‘interdisciplinarity-in-practice’ are productive in myriad
ways. While the substantive focus has been on new
ways of representing laundry-related practices, this
paper also represents a rare attempt to demonstrate
new forms of interdisciplinarity as themselves an emerging form of practice which should be encouraged in
the energy research ﬁeld and beyond. To be very clear,
however, this is not a call for, or a claim of, a ‘best
practice’ model of interdisciplinarity. In stark contrast,
developing the practice of interdisciplinarity demands
an avowedly experimental approach that actively pursues multiple modes or variants together and that explicitly reﬂects on the diﬀerent yet interconnected
productivities and eﬀects that they each have. The
hope is that this attempt will encourage other researchers from all disciplines to embark on similar journeys.

Glossary of terms
Connection: It could be said that the fundamental building blocks of practices are elements and the connections
between them. When practices are enacted, their elements combine in diﬀerent ways and so can be said to be
connected. Thus far, SPT has not had much to say
about the connections between elements, something
this paper starts to address.
Element: The idea that practices are comprised of
elements has been widely adopted. Diﬀerent writers
have highlighted diﬀerent key elements in practices23
but the most frequently cited is the Shove, Pantzar,
Watson model used in this paper, which attributes
practices with three elements: stuﬀ, image and skill.
Kuijer51 suggests that the three elements categories
(stuﬀ, image and skill) are not single and homogenous
but can be divided up and this concept is drawn on
extensively in this paper.
Practice: There is a large body of literature on practices. For the purposes of this paper, they are deﬁned as
heterogeneous conﬁgurations of a range of diﬀerent,
interacting elements including physical and mental
skills and knowledge; technologies and infrastructures;
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and culture, ideas and meanings.22–24 Practices (and
associated energy demand) are always shaped by a
wide range of diﬀerent and at times interacting inﬂuences25 making them a far broader concept than
behaviour.
Practice as entity or performance: Schatzki48 draws a
crucial distinction between practices as entities and practices as performances. Practices as entities exist even if
they are not currently being enacted – the laundry being
one such example as discussed in this paper. However, it
is during situated and speciﬁc performances (or enactments) of doing laundry that the elements interact and
the practice comes to life (and uses energy).
Variant: Pullinger et al.38 suggest that diﬀerent performances of a practice are conﬁgured in diﬀerent (but
identiﬁable and common) ways and that, through time
and repetition, these can become recognised variants of a
particular practice. Similarly to how practices share elements and are connected, variants (both within a single
practice and between multiple practices) can be connected
and could also therefore be represented as networks.
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